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\Vitl1.in the oon.text of4 

& l1~rdrocl,r11&.111ie rese&rch pI'()J·t~ct. 1') t,iie J)rt:1Jbl.en1 
~ ~R . 

ar<>se to obt.a,i11 1, f""u11ct,io11 of (*r,~11 ,f(x. !I . .c1,, y0) fc1r tl1t~ e<4t1ati,>1·1 t·:•f' 
Helmh<>ltE 

( l. l) 

defiried iti a:r1 &11gle .. 4 &Ild h&vi.1:tg vair1isl1ir1g clire(!t•ior1al clt,ri v,it,i\'fl.8 ()f' 

c~lnst&nt clir-ection altl11g e&ol1 sicit~. 
:111 polar coordinates ,., q; tlhe angle .. 4 C&Il l>e 1·et>r{,Bellt~d b~r 

fti <:.: q; "'-:::: 'Fi, r :::~ {). Tiie He:ln1holtz eqt1a.t,ion ( 1.1) t,a.kea t:he fc)rrrl 

(l .. 2) 

"l"he requ.ired bot1t1d.a1·y conditior1s &l(>11g t lie t W<J sides <p ::::= 'Pt ( k,: ::::. .l, 2) 

aire 

( l.S) • 'bj ~j ··) 
r Slil )';t m- -·- OOS 'r 1 ~ ::';.;Tt l . 

"l'lle Y-t ma.y h&ve arbitrary com1>1ex, but oonet&nt, v&lut~. I.f Yit i.s 
re&l it re1:lreae11t,s t,l1e &1igle in positive direc~t,i<.)n from the 11or111al t<> 
ttie Bide ,, .. ,:;;,;:f'1; of the angl:e .. 4 tel t,ht" ciireet,ion ir1 whiol1 ti1t:~ de.rivat.ive 

''h ..J-,,,~d . '' · f' · · 1 . t . ywv ynan110. cases are o part1011 a.r tr1t,en.:.s . : 

l)) cos Y1 C(1i8 Y1 _,,, · 0 .. 

~In this p&per 2) it will oo &asumed t,ha.t, y1 a11d y1 are real oot1sta.r1ts 

•·ith. --... in~ r1e ~ ix, (Jc~~=: l, 2). 

*) Report ,!:~~ of the Mat.hematical Cent,N-.~ • .\rnsterdan1, Nt~th~rliin<is. 
l\ ,:·1-..e- ·n· . D - (ln«s·) I '"4· · · . VAN ANflIG •· •o · . 
1 ) I am intiebt,e,d t-0 D:r. H .. A. LALiWBlllBP- for his e.,areful realiing &n(l in et~tll(~ 

l • • . • l ·- t I . 1 l • k . -..J • I A i Jl1ac,t~ 1n1prov1ng m.j' orig1na · ~x .. . ·. 11 part1cu,1;&r 111s rem&r1 
·• • 111er1t,1on0t...L 11\ 1 '!t~ a11< 

i11 consequence t.'.tie replaoetnient of the solut.ion (5.9) by (5.10), (5.11) i1a.vt, bee11 
ve!r)r clarifying. He also showed t,hat by slightly alt.ering the J)~,fa 111)r original 
aatimption O < 6 < 11 oould l.>e replaced by ·O < 8 <: 2,r. In a r orthe()rning pa,pt"r 
he also t,reats the limiting case e 1-= !.."I. . .. , . 
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The co1·1·espondi11g p1·oblems fo1· a half plane (<p2 -rp1 =n, y1 =y2) a11d a 
st1"il) ( cases a) ancl b)) have bee11 solved i11 1)revious 1'esearches by G. W. 
VELTKAMP a11d 1)y H. A. LAUWERIER (1953). Tl1e forme1" has also deter
mined the nat11re of the singula1·ity of a11y solution of the present problem 
i11 tl1e vertex 1·= 0 of A in the aboveme11tio11ed l1ydrodynamic cases. 

It will sometimes be fo11nd 11seful to int,1~oduce con1plex coordir1ates 
in A: 

( 1.4) 
· def . z = reicp = x + iy _ i<p def . z = re- ===x-iy 

and the abb1·eviation 

( 1.5) 

We are especially interested in the solutions of (1.2), (1.3) which are 
1·egt1lar, i.e. with continuous first and second pa1·tial derivatives i11 the 
closed angle A witl1 the exception of a single point z0 =r0ei<fJo in the open 
angle A in which 

( 1.6) f = -(2n)-1 ln lz-z0 l + 0(1). 

Summary. In § 2 it is shown that any 1·egular· solution f(r, <p) of (1.1) 
can be represented as an integral transform of a harmonic function 
U(rJ, rp). This result, in a slightly different form, is due to A. S. PETERS, 

who used it successfully for the problem of a sloping beach 3). This 
harmonic function has the form U1(n+ip)+U2(-11+icp), where U1 and 
U2 are sectionally holomorphic f11nctions of their arguments, holomorphic 
in strips parallel to the real axis. In § 3 the boundary conditions are 
inserted. A special solution of (I.I) is obtained with U1(C)=U2(()=</,(,), 
where cp( C) is meromorphic in the whole plane. For y1 > y2 this solution 

-
is regular in A; for y1 <y2 it has a singularity at the vertex r=O. 

The function ¢( () =</>( C; y1 , y2) may be written as a product of the 
form e( C- i<p1 ; y2)e( (-i<p2 ; -y1). A general class of func.tions of which 
e(z, y) is a specialization, is considered in § 6. 

Represe11tations in the form of an infinite integral and an infinite 
product are given and an asymptotic expression is de;rived. A general 
solution of (I.I) is obtained by putting Uk(C)=</>(()F'k(C) (k=l, k=2), 
where Pk(C) is a sectionally holomorphic function and periodic with 
pe1·iod 2i0. In § 4 the case of a single logarithmic singularity (1.6) is 
considered without taking any boundary conditions into account. It is 
sl1own that this implies the functions Uk(() to be holomorphic in the 
strip <p1 < Im C < <p2 with the exception of a single fu.1e Im C=<J?o, where 
U1(C) and U2(C) make prescribed jumps. In § 5 the results of § 3 and 
§ 4 are combined. An explicit expression in the form of a double integral 
is obtained for a solution f(r, cp) with a logarithmic singularity (r0 , <p0). 

For y1 s y2 this solution is unique. For y1 > y2 a solution of the homo
geneous problem may be added to the particular solution. The particular 

3
) Cf. also J. J·. STOKER, Water waves, p. 95 et seq .. 
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solution derived in § 5 has l)een adjustied t.o t,J1e Rlll)Jllementary co11ditio11 
of vanishing at the vertex r== 0. 

If this function of Green is de11oted by G(r, cp, r0 , <p0 , 1,1 , y 2 ) ,ve have 
the symmetry 1·elatio11 

G(r, <p, ro, ((Jo, Y1, Y2) · G(ro, (f)o, 1·, cp, -y1, -y2)-

§ 2. An integral transfor·mation 

Let again A be {(1·, <p)lq:,1 s <p :s: <p2, r >- 0} with O < 0 < 2n 4), A its interio1~, 
Sa finite point set in A. Let further /(r, <p) be a complex valued function, 

. -
continuous together with it,s (011esided) derivatives of first order in A-)...9, 
and such that for some a> 0, c > 0 uniformly in cp 

(2.1) 

and 

(2.2) 

Then the Fourier transf orn1 

(2.3) 
00 

F(s, <p) def (2n)- 1 J eirs f(r, cp) dr 
-00 

is holomorphic for Im s > 0, cp1 :::;;: <p :5: q;2, continuous for Im s ~ 0 and 
tending to zero for Res >- ± oo, Im s ~ 0. The inversion of (2.3) 

00 

(2.4) f(r, <p) = J e-irs F(s, <p) ds 
-oo 

holds for all rei</> E A - S. 
Now, let f(r, <p) be E 0 2 in A-S and satisfy the differential equation 

(~-1)/ 0, the conditio11 (2.2) and for some c>2 

(2.5) 

whence (2.1). Putting 

(2.6) U(rJ, <p) def cosh 1J • F(sinh 17, <p) 

so that (2.4) becomes 
00 

(2. 7) f(r, <p) = J e-irsinh 11 U( 'Y), <p) d'Yj, 
-oo 

then U(rJ, <p) is a harmonic function in B-81 , where 

B def {('Y),<p)j<pl S <p S <fJ2, -OO<'r]<CX>}, 

4 ) The condition 6 < 2n could also be omitted if the solution is required to be 
unique with respect to (r, cp) only, not to (x, y), i.e. if A is an angle on a Riemann 
surface over the (x, y) plane having a branch point in x = y = 0. 
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00 

····.· ( 2n )- 1 cosh 17 f e1rSinl1 '7 {l + 3ir si11h rJ 
0 -

00 

= (2n)-1 cosh 17 J eirSinh Ti { l + 3ir sinl1 17 - r 2 sinh2 17} /( r, rp) 
0 

:c=.: ( 2n )- 1 cosl1 17 eirsinli,, ( r + ir2 si11l1 ?'}) / 0 

becat1se of (2.5). 
Consequently, ptitting 

r def • (2.8) <:, = 'Y/ + i<p, 

ro2fdr= or 

U(n, cp) can be r·epresented by 1neans of two sectionally holomorphic 
functions U1 a11d [12 of !; a11d -t l"espectively which are holo1norphic 
i 11 eac}1 co1111ected pa1--t of B -S1• Tl1 us 

( 2. 9) u ( 17, 1 ) = ir 1 ( C) + u 2( - ~) = u 1 ( 11 + icp) + u 2 ( -n + iq;). 

Si11ce the integral (2.4) vanishes for r< 0 5), U1(C) has no poles for 
O<Im17<n and U2(-C) no11e for -n<Im17<0. 

If, on the otl1er hand, U is harmonic for <p1 < cp ~ cp2 , and if (2. 7) holds 
for r > 0 tl1e11 / satisfies ( D.. - I) f = 0. 

The proof is as follows 
00 

(11-1)/- J e -irsinh '1 

-00 

1 . inh 'i)U . h U oo -- - e-irs '1 - +ir cos ')") 
r2 ~n ., -oo 

0 

jf U cosh r1=o(l), whence 0U/'il17=o(l). 
If, however, more ge11erally, U ( cosh 'YJ )0 is bounded for some positive 

constant c as 'l'J • >- ± oo then (2.7) still may represent a solution of 
(~ ···-1)/=0 if the path of integration is shifted downwards over an 
1trhitrarily small distance e. In that case U should be harmonic in a 
some,vl1at la1--ger region <:p1 - 8 < cp < cp2 -J- s. Depending on the exact value 
of c the vertex r=O may become a singular point. 

Hence we have proved 

Theo re n1 1 . If, for 'Pi~ <p s <p2, r ~ 0 with the possible exception of a 
fi1lite set S, the function f(r, <p) E 0 2 satisfies the equation of Helmholtz 
(6.-1)/=0 with the conditions (2.2) and (2.5), then it admits for O <r< oo, 

g;1 ::;: rp ~ <p2 a representation of the form . 
00 

(2.10) f(r,<p) ;;_~ f e-irslnh11{U1(']+icp)+ U2(-17+iq,)}d17, 
-oo 

5
) The point (r, <p) has to be distinghuished from (-r, rp + n). 
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-
wher~e U 1 ( C), U 2( - C) a1·e sectio11all3r .holo11101·pl1ic fu11ctio11s of· tl1ei1· 
arguments for cp1 s;; Im ( < <p2 "'rhich a1~e l1olon101'phic in a.11y str'ip ,,rhicl1 (loes 
not contain a line <p=,:p8 where <p8 is the ar·gun1ent, of a sir1gular r)oi11t ES. 
111 par·ticular U1 and U2 n1ay be chose11 i11 such a way that the r·igl1t-l1a11d 
side of ( 2.10) vanishes for ,r -:-::: (). If, 011 the other hand:, (2.10) holds for r ::> 0, 
cp1 ~<p<cp2 with U('Y/, rp)=o(e- 1111 ) for" 17 >- ± CX), cp1 ?.:<ps;,cp2 wl1e1·e U('Y/, cp)= 
= U1 ('YJ + icp) + U2(-17 +irp), then /(1·, cp) satisfi.es (6 - 1)/=0 for ,:p1 < <p S-: q:;2• 

The latte1-- result holds also if tl1e in tegr·al ( 2 .10) is taken alo11g a IJa th 
in the complex 17-plane passi11g fro1n Re 17= - oo t-o Re 11= + oo sucl1 that, 
Im sinh r,, "< 0 and U(r7, cp)==O(eclril) as Re 'YJ ·>- ± CX). 

§ 3. Boundary conditions 

We now consider a f1111ction f(r, <p) satisfyi11g the l10111oge11eous differ·
ential equation (~ -1)/==0 a11d the boundary conditio11s ( 1.3) a11d subject. 
to the conditions of Theore111 1. 

Inse1"ting the boundary conditions i11to (2.10) we obtair1 for k= I, 2 
00 

(3.1) J e-irsinh.,, {cosl1 ( 17 - iy1c) [J 1(rJ + icp1.:) - cosh ( rJ + iyk) U 2( - 'Y) + icpk)} d'Yj ·- 0. 
-00 

11l1is holds primarily for r > 0. If, hov.reve1", U1 and U2 are chose11 such 
that the right-hand side of (2.10) vanishes for r<O or 1"epresents 0/(lrl, <p) 
where O is an arbitra1"'y constant, (we call this ''conditio11 Jl''), the11 
(3.1) holds also fo1· r<O, hence 

(3.2) cosh (n- iyk) U1(rJ -1-icpk)- cosh (7) + iyk) U2( -17 + icp") = O 

for all real rJ. On the other hand (3.2) always entails (3.1). 

rr heor~em 2. Under the conditions of theorem 1 tl1e 1·elations (3.:2) 
are sufficient, and unde1· condition V also necessary, i11 order· tl1at the 
boundary conditions ( 1. 3) be f1-1lfilled. 

111 or·der to solve the functional relatio11s (3.2) we fi1~st dete1·mine a 
special solution with 

(3.3) 

which is holomorphic in the whole strip cp1 s Im , ::;: cp2• 

If we put 

(3.4) cf,(C) 

then both <pk(C) l1ave to satisfy an equation of the form 

(3.5) cosh ( C- iyk) <pk( C- i0) = cosh ( (. + iyk) <pk( C + i0). 

In § 6 we shall obtain, as a specialisation of a more general class of 
fu11ctions, an a11alytic function e( (, y) satisfying for a given constant 0 
the functional equation 

(3.6) e(C +i0,y) cosh (C +iy) 
= e(C--iO,y) cosh (C-iy) 
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and such that 

(3. 7) 

This function has tl1e following p1--operties. 
For· all z and y we have, assumi11g 0 > 0, a represe11tation as an infinite 

product 

(3.8) 
z2 -1 

1 + (mO+½nn +y) 2 

where m, n 1·un through the odd positive integers. 
For !Im zl <0+½n-lyl we have 

(3.9) 
00 l - cos tz sinh yt dt 

-00 

The asymptotic behaviour £01 .. jRe zl > oo is as follows 

(3.10) In e(z,y) = 

Substitution sl1ows at once that 

(3.11) 

is a solution of (3.2) and (3.3). To tlris we may add as a facto1 .. a periodic 
function of period 2i0 which is symmet1~ic "rith respect to i<p1 and i<p2 • 

Thus the following general solution is obtained 

(3.12) rp<m)(C) def {cosh n0-1((-ip1)}mcp(() 

where m is a positive integer. 
Acco1 .. ding to (3.10) <fa(C) has the asymptotic behaviour 

(3.13) ln cp(() = -0-1(y1 -y2) In cosh ,+0(1). 

We shall now suppose that -½n:S:yk~½n(k= 1,2). 
Substitutio11 of (3 .. 12) into (2.10) gives 

00 

(3.14) f(r, cp) = f e-irsinhn {¢,Cm)( 'Y/ + cpi) + </>(m)( -'Y] + <pi)} drJ. 
-oo 

For m2 O this represents a solution of the homogeneous problem, 
regular in A with the possible exception of the vertex r=O. In view of 
(3.13) only for y1 >y2, m=O a regula1" solution is obtained which for 
r > O has a finite limit. 

If now f(r, cp) satisfies (~ - 1)/=0 with the exception of a finite set S 
then the functions U1 and U2 are no lo11ger holomorphic in the whole 
strip <p1 slm (< cp2• The solution of (3.2) is now obtained by introducing 
the sectionally holomorphic functions 

(3.15) Pk(C) def Uk(C)/</>0(() k=l, 2. 

According to (3.2), (3.5) these functions must satisfy the conditions 

(3.16) 
P 1 ( C-~-icp1 ) = P 2(- C + i<p1) 

P 1 (C + i({J2) = P 2(- C : i<p2) 
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for Im (=0. Defining P1{(), P 2(C) outside the strips adjace11t to the 
boundaries by analytic continuation, the functional equations (3.16) hold 
also for complex C-

He11ce we obtain by elimination of P 1 

and similarly 
P 2(- C +i0) = P 2(- 1;-i0) 

P 1 (C +i0) = P1(C-i0) 

i.e. P 1 and P 2 must be periodic with period 2i0. 
Because of (3.16), (3.15) becomes 

(3.17) 
U1(C) = cfoo(C)P1(C) = c/>0(C)P2(-C+2iq:;1) 

U2(C) cfoo(C)P2(C) f 0(C)P1 ( C+2icp2). 

Hence we have proved 

Theorem 3. Under the conditions of theore111 1 the bou11dary 
conditions (1.3) a1·e satisfied ir sectionally holomorphic functio11s P 1 (C), 
P 2( C) exist, periodic with period 2i0 such that the equalities ( 3.17) hold. 
Under condition V, moreover, the boundary conditions ( 1.3) imply the 
existence of P 1 (C) and P 2(C). 

§ 4. A logarithmic singularity 

We now specialize to the case that S consists of one IJOint z0=r0 ei(J)o EA 
only, and that /(r, cp) has a logarithmic singular .. ity (1.8) in z0• 

The fundamental solution of (1.1) having this singularity and regular 
in the whole plane except z0 is given by the Bessel function (2n)-1K 0(jz-z0 1 ). 

According to its Laplace repr·esentation we have 
00 

( 4. I) Ko(e) = ½ f e-ecoshtdt. 
-00 

The path of integration along the real axis of tl1e complex t-pla11e may 
be shifted vvithin the strip !Im ti :S: tn. In particular with t=w- ar·g (z- z0 ) 

we have 
00 

(4.2) K 0(jz-z0 j) = ½ f exp -½{(z-z0 )e-w+(z-z0 )ew} dw. 
-00 

From this we may derive 
00 

(4.3) K 0(jz-z0 ) = ½ f e-irsinhn exp {ir0 sinh (17+il<p-<p0 j)}d17. 
-00 

Under the assumptions made /(r,cp)-(2n)- 1K 0(lz-z0 j) must be regular· 
everywhere in A. 

According to (2.10) U1 (C) and U2(C) are holomorphic in the strip 
<p1 < Im ( < <p0 and <p0 < Im C < cp2 and jump at I1n C===cp0• The magnitude 
of these jumps is determined by the standard solution (2n)-1K 0()z-z0!). 
This remains true if (2n)-1K 0(lz-z0 j) is replaced by any solution of (1.1) 



-
cliff'er·i11g fr·o1n it by a f'u11ctio11 eve1·ywhe1·e r·egular' i11 A 6). 111 pa1·ticular 
"re 111ay cll()Ose (2n)-1K0(lz-z0 1) ± (2n)-1K 0(Jz-rZof) whicl1 leads to simpler 
for111 i1lae in the next sect,io11. 

~"r·c)rn ( 4.3) \Ve 111a)r der·ive 

00 

(4.4) (2;r)- 1 K0(jz-z0 1) = .f e-irsinhTJ{V1(C)+ V2(-t)}d17 
-co 

i,r C: ..... ' () for· cp1 s 1111 ( < <p0 

-icp0 ) for <p0 < Im C ~ <p2 

ii11d 

_ \ ( 4n )- 1 ex1) 
J, (i-) ..... . 2 ~ .... . 

( 

-i1·0 sinl1 ( (. - icp0 ) for <p1 s; Im C < cp0 

0 for <p0 < Im C :5: q;2 • 

Her1ce we~ obtain for· e ~ 0 

(4.5) 
\ U1{17 +i(<p0 -!-e)} - U1{17 +i(q,0 -s)} ?i- (4n)-1 e·iro8inl11, 

( [12{17 +i:('Po +s)} [12 {17 +i(cp0 e)} ·· ➔ - (4.n)-1 e-irosir1hYJ. 

He11ce ,ve l1a ve proved 

'l'l1eorer11 4. If /(t·, rp) satisfies the conditio11s of theoren1 1, a11d i.f 
f(r, q;)-(2n)-1K 0(lz-z0!) is bot1nded i11 A, then the functions U1 (C) a11d 
U2(() of (2.10) are holomo1 .. 1)hic in t1l1e strips rp1 < Im C < 'Po and cp0 < In1 I;< cp2 
and jump at Im (=cp0 according to (4.5). If on the other hand two s1.,1cl1 
functions exist, which are o(e-1171 ) for Re C -► ± oo, rp1 < Im C < q:;2 , then 
/(1·, cp)-(2n)-1K 0(jz-z0I) is bounded for r2:0, cp1 scp:sp2 • 

- --· -·-------
6 ) r.rhis remark is due to H .... .\. LAUWERIER. 
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' 

SOLUTIONS OF '11HE EQUATION OF HELl\fHOLTZ IN AN 

ANGLE WITH VANISHING DIREC'l,IONAI" J)ERIVATIVES 

ALONG lf.!ACH SIDE. II 

BY 

D. VAN DANTZIG 

(Communicated at th(, meeting of May :11. 1958) 

§ 5. Bo,undary conditions ctrid logarith1n,ic siiig,ularity 

We now combi11e t,l1e 1·esults of § 3 a11d § 4. In order tl1at tl1e bou11dary 
co11ditions (1.3) be satisfied, U1 a11d U2 must be exp1·essible in t,he for1n 
( 3.18) by mea11s of sectionally l1olo1no1·r>hic fl111ctio11s P1 ( ,) an<l P 2( C) 
which are periodic with period 2i0. I11 orde1" tl1at f(,1·, rp) sl1all have tl1e 
requi.red si11.gularity, U1 a11d U2 n1ust make l)rescribed jumps at Im (==<p0 
according to ( 4.5). 

Because of (3.17) tl1is 1nea11s for P 1{C) and P 2(() fo1~ s~ 0 

( 5.1) 

( 5.2) 
e ~ ir0 sinh 'Y/ 

According to PLEMELJ 7) the sectionally holomorphic functio1:1 

1 
2ni 

00 

-oo 

f(t) dt 
t-z 

makes a jump f(z) at the real axis. Consequently the function 
00 

I 
48i 

n 
/(t) coth 

28 
(t -z) dt 

' -oo 

makes jumps /(11) at Im z=2m0i, Re z=17, where m is an intege1'". More
over this function has the periodicity 20i. It is profitable to take <p1=0 
and <p2=0. Then P 1 (C) may assume the following form 

00 • 

dt eir0 sinht _ e-ir~sinht 

cf,(t+i<p0} tanh½n0- 1 (t-C+iq.,0 ) t,anh½n8- 1 (t+C+up0} ' 
-oo 

7) Also cf. MusxaELISHVILI. Singular Integral Equations, p. 42. 
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lly 1ir.r1;>le trigor1on.1,,try ( 5~3) 11iay be written in the forn1 

\ 

f t~tl& (rt s:inl1 i) si11.l1 ,d:J-· a C +i 11i11 (r0 sinh t) sinh. nB- 1 (t +iq,1 ) 

\ .,., ,v' '"" wrr •. ·-···- '"(;OSll nlJ -1 (t +•ift,) --oosh nB- 1 C .• 

In a ain1ila.r way, cir by ap1llying (3. I 7), we have 
I 

' • 

~•amh* 8-v.atnbt 
__ __,..._~---=--- ' ,. --------

. t.anh inD- 1(t+t' +i<p0) t&nh ½nB- 1(t-C +irp0) • 

Subet!itution of (5 .. 3), (5.4) into (3.8), (2.10) gives ultimately 

00 00 

(5.6) f(,·,tp) z: (l6lhri)-l f ,-ilftiPA'lfdtJ f e"°•stnht1P(f},t)dt 
-oo 

Wt. ere . l .. , 

. . 1' (,) ft ( ·•···I) 
(5.'7) i' 

. · ~( -I) fJ(8) 
-t), 

with '=r; -t, up &nd s, .... , t + iq,0• 

This solutio11 ma.y also be writt.en in the form 

J 

(5.8) : -oo 

00 

dt ./>(C} 
./>(s) 

sin (r sinh f'J +ro sinh t) si11 (r sinh 'Y/ --r0 sinh t) -
\ t&nhf.n:8-l(s+C) tanh ½n8- 1 (s •··--C) 

1"his again may be brought in the form 
I 

I 00 

dt ;.(C) 
rj;(a) 

-oo 

sinhn0- 1 8 oos {rsinhf]) sin {r0 sinh t) 
coahmJ- 1 B-coshn8-1 C -

sinh x6- 1 C sin ( r ainh 'I'}) cos ( r O sinh t) - oosh .n0- 18-cosh n0-1 C 

• 

.. 

According t,o the remark made in the previous section this expression 
may be simplified in the following way. If r0 is replaced by -r0 the 
right-hand side of (5.9) represents a solution of (.6 -1)/=0 satisfying the 
bound&rJ" oonditions which is regular in A. By addition and subtraction 
we obtain resp. 

i 

i ....,. ~- 00 00 

(5.10) ·. 26n., f#(s) 
. --oo -oo 

cos r s1r1 17 s111 r 0 s111 1 t shn(J-l oah e-1 C . co · a--c ,i 



and 
I 

I 2(r, cp) 
( 5.11) ,/ 

I 
28n 

' \ 

00 

-00 

00 

-oo 

dt 4,( C) 
q,(8) 
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. . . sinhnB- 1 C 
sin (r s1nh 'Y/) cos (r0 s1nh t) h 0 1 C h 6 1 · cos n - - cos n - 8 

The former expression gives Green's function in the case y1 ~y2• The 
latter expression gives a function of Green in the case y1 > y2 • This function 
is not unique but (5.11) represents that Green's function that vanishes 
at r=O. Both expressions (5.10) a11d (5.11) are clearly convergent with 
respect to 'YJ and t. Using the fact that {</>(,)}- 1 is obtained from 
¢( C) by changing the signs of both y1 and y 2 we notice the symmetry. 
between (5.10) and (5.11) which are transformed into each other by 
r, <p, Y1, Y2 ~ ➔ ro, (JJo, -y1, -y2. 
Hence we have proved: 

Theor·em 5. Let /(1·, <p) satisfy the 0011ditions of Theo1·en1 I, the 
bou11dary conditions ( 1.3) and let f(r, cp)-(2n)-1K 0(lz-z01) be bounded in A. 
Then, if y1 S: y 2, f(r, cp) is uniquely determined and may be represented 
by (5.10). If y 1 >y2 , f(r, <p) is not uniquely dete1 .. mined. However, under 
the condition of vanishing at the vertex r=O, it is unique and may be 
represented by (5.11). 

With due obse1~vanoe of tl1is supplementary conditio11 the following 
skew symmetry relation holds 

f(r, <p, ro, <po, Y1, Y2) = f(ro, 'Po, r, <p, -y1, -y2)

§ 6.', Appendix 

In this seotion a general class of functions Ek \\rill be considered from 
which the function e(C, y) which is used in section 3, and which for a 
given constant 0 satisfies tl1e functional relation 

( 6.1) e( C +iO, y) cosh ( C +iy) 
= e(C-iO,y) cosh(C-iy)' 

may be derived by specialization. 
We define for k:?:O 

( 6.2) 
-00 

fo1.. any set (p1, q1) for which the integral converges. With small loss of 
generality we may assume that all Re q; are positive. We define 

(6 3) def • R 0 . µ = min e q 1 > . 

Moreover the /\ k are invariant under arbitrary permutations of the Pi 
as well as of the q1• If one of the p1 equals one of the q1, say P,c=qk, we 
have obviously a reduction of the following kind 

(6.4) 
Po, · · ·, Pk-1 

I\ k-1 • 
qo, · · ·, qk-1 



3il5 

As yeti the 1, k are defi11ed u11der the restriction 
/..'. k 

(6.5) IfRep1I < IReq;. 
0 0 

Ho\vever, the 1·egio11 of definition ca11 be exte11ded 
00 

i11tegra11d of 6.2 i11to expo11e11tials, 

I11t,rocluci11g tl1e abbr·eviat1io11s 

pt1tting ½ I 
-00 

(6.6) 

• 

k 
def p ··- p = ""'°' s. P· 

E So ••••• sk ."-, 1 1 
0 

k 
def I Q _ Q = ( 2n.j + 1) q1• n 'no, •..• nk ;, 

0 

by expansion of the 
00 

f. 
0 

where n0, ... , tik 1~t1n indepe11de11tlJT througl1 the no11-negative integer·s, 
arid Bo, ... , E:1: throl1gl1 t,he pair -1, -t-1, ,ve l1ave 

(6. 7) 

\vl1e11ce 8) 

(6.8) 

Since 

k 
21..:+1 si11h p1t I 

0 8 

k 
2-k-- I (sinl1 q;t)- 1 

/\ 
I\ k 

0 

Po, ···,Pk 

qo, · · ., qk 

e1) • P! = 
e B 

"k 

B;expPst 
0 

Iexp Q,,. t, 
n 

at i11finity, so that the 111ultiple sun1 on the 1·igl1t-ha11d side of 6.8 is 
absoll1telJr converge11t as soon as no denominator· vanishes. Thus 6.8 
gives the continuation of 6.2 whe1·e the latter does not exist. 

F11rther we define for k ~ 0 

(6.9) def exp 
z 

0 

so that - /\ k is the logarithmic derivative of Ek(p0 ). Evide11tly 
00 

(6.10) -½ 
dt 
t (cosh tz II sinhq1t 

-oo 

for those z for which the right-hand side exists. 
k k 

If" x aer I Re q1 - L !Re P;I > 0 then 6.10 holds in t,he strip jRe zl < x. 
0 1 

From 6.8 we obtai11 the continuation 

( 6.11) 

k k 
8

) In what follows fl is an abbreviation for IT and IT* for IJ. 

" 

' 

' . ' . " 

i-0 i=l 
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rr11e poi11 ts z = ± ( Qn - P 8 ) are poles if 
We note the particular cases 

( 6.12) 

and 

p 

q 
n t np 
2q g 2q 

z 
( 6.13) 

00 :nz 
=008 9 = 

;;.;q n=O 

z2 
l-----

(2n+ 1)2 q2 • 

From 6.2 the following difference equation may be obtained 

Po +qo, P1, ···,Pk Po qo, P1, ···,Pk 
/\ k J\ k --qo , qt, · · ", qk qo , qt, · · ·, qk (6.14) 

Po +P1, P2, ···,Pk Po P1, P2, ···,Pk 
/\ k-1 --

/\ k:-1 ql • ,q2,···,qk ql , q2, ... , (lk \ 

According to the principle of co11tinuation this holds everywl1e1.~e \:\-~itl1 
tl1e exception of an enumerable set. 

Similarly 

z + q O ; P1, · · • , Pk z qo; P1, -··,Pk 
E1c Ek qo , q1, · · ·, qk qo , q1, · · ·, qk (6.15) 

z + Pt ; P2, · · · , Pk z P1; P2, · · ., P1c 
Ek-1 Ek-1 • ql ' q2,., ... ' qk ql ' q2, · · ·, qk 

Taking in partioula1" k=l, q1 =½n we obtain in view of 6.13 

(6.16) 
z+q, p 

E 
1 q ,½n 

z-q, p 
Et = cos (z + p)/cos (z -p) 

whicl1 is the identity underlying 6.1. We need only take 
,, 

(6.17) def 
e(z,y) = E1 

• -iz, y 

0 ,½n · 

• 

If Im(q1/q0) :fa 0, E 1(z) is the quotient of t,yo 'products of two double 
gamma functions each, having thei1-- poles i11 opposite angles, viz. 
z=Q+p and z= -Q-p for the 11umerator, z=Q-p and z= -Q+p 
for the denominator. 

Hence the pattern of poles of the numerator i.s obtained from that 
of the denominator by translations over ± 2p. In our application 6.17 
q1/q0 is real and positive. The11. the pattern of poles of e(z, y) dege11eratres 
into countable sets on lines para.Ile! to the imaginary axis viz .. 

z = ±i(mfJ+½nn+y) 

where m, n run through odd positive integers. 
We further need some knowledge of the asymptotic behaviour of E 1_. 

for 'Y)=lm z >- ± ex,_ We first consider Ek in the strip of convergence 
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!Re zl <~ x of the i11t,egral reJJresentation 6.10 only. Then it is easily see11 
that Ek=O(l11I) for· r7 -,.- ± oo, a11d, more J)recisely, that 

( 6.18) 

\\Te restrict z to the strip JRe zl <u' def min (Re Po, u) where p0 is some 
consta11t wit,h Re p0 >0. Then it follows fron1 6.18 and the corresponding 
1~elation for k=O that 

( 6.19) 
k 

Pi In E 
q . 0 

0 ' 

~+i'Y} 

Po 
= 0 (111 !). 

Actually it has a lin1it for 1111 >- oo which can easily be determined as 
follows. 

00 

The left-hand side of 6.19 equals -½ J {cosh (~ +i'Y})t--1 }g(t)dt if we 
-00 

define 

(6.20) (t) def ]. 

g tsinhp 0 t 
k sinhp;t 

-
0 sinhq;t • 

Since g(t) is regular in the strip I Im ti < A where 

A def min Ren, Ren 
Po q; 

j = o, ... , k, 

we have 

00 

(6.21) J cosh(~+i17)tg(t)dt= O(e-J.'lt1l) for any Ji.'<A. 
-oo 

Thus we have proved 

Theorem 6. If k~O, min{Rep0,Req0,Req1 , •.. ,Req1c}>O, 

def k - 1c 

"= I Re q1 - I I Re .P,I > 0, 
0 1 

then for I Re zl < min (Re p0 , x) and jlm zl .. > oo, 

k · Z 
Pi InE 

o q, 0 Po 

oo k 

½ J 
-00 0 sinh qi t q; t sin.h Pot 

where 

A 1 < A def min Re n , n , n , ... , :n;, • 
Po qo q1 qk 

Mathematisch Oen'/lrum, Amaterdam 
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